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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
LAND USE AND HOUSING COMMITTEE MEETING  HIGHLIGHTS

July 21, 2006

A meeting of the DVRPC Land Use and Housing Committee (LUHC) was held on July 21, 2006,
beginning at 10 a.m.  Barry Seymour, Executive Director of DVRPC, made opening remarks
regarding the future of the Land Use and Housing Committee, which was formed by merging the
Land Use and Development Committee and the Regional Housing Committee.  He also described
the new organizational structure at DVRPC, and introduced Richard Bickel as the Planning Division
Director and Patty Elkis as Associate Director for Comprehensive Planning.  He then turned the
meeting over to Mr. Bickel, who will serve as chairman of the LUHC.

1.  Design Excellence Project – Todd Bressi, Brown & Keener Bressi

DVRPC is currently partnering with Brown & Keener Bressi to undertake the Design Excellence
Project, the goal of which is to promote and support design excellence for public and private
projects in the physical environment of the Delaware Valley.  More effectively, this project hopes
to define an agenda for the William Penn Foundation through which they can support quality
design.  All too often the City of Philadelphia is negatively compared to other large cities (like
Barcelona, for example) with are perceived as having  “good design.”  Despite the Philadelphia
metropolitan region’s legacy of well-designed and conceived plans and projects, this legacy is not
uniform, and the region’s inventiveness is often under-utilized and overlooked.  

Mr. Bressi began by posing the question, “What is good design?”  Understanding that this is an
extremely broad question with equally broad solutions, the project team first recognized that:
• good design occurs at many scales (site versus neighborhood versus city, for example);
• good design involves many disciplines (architects, landscape architects, graphic designers,

urban designers, and planners, for example); and, 
• good design involves the process (including the community process and public agency

review) as well as the outcomes.

The design project now revolves around five campaigns, each considering a slogan, issues, and
opportunities for the City of Philadelphia.  The intent of breaking the issue down into these separate
but interrelated campaigns is to make the project more manageable and encourage other
organizations to take on one small piece of the much larger puzzle.  Those five initiatives are as
follows:

• Think Big.  This involves thinking of the future in new  ways and at larger scales, such as
the New River City campaign or the ongoing Olympic Bid planning process.  

• Fix the System.  Define the limitations that current policy and review processes place on the
design of the built environment, and correct them.

• Every Neighborhood Needs to Plan.  While much attention has been on neighborhood
planning, these plans need to support a single framework for the City as a larger entity. 

• Empower those who Implement.  Identify the clients for design and identify ways to make
them better understand the elements of good design.

• Build a Design Culture.  Connect with people and help them understand the importance of
design and to expect quality design, utilizing the Web, advocacy groups, symposiums and
other events, and print publications, which become a record of our culture.

Mr. Bressi noted that while this project is continually expanding, the team is striving to maintain a
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strategic focus.  Draft guidelines are expected to be ready by Fall 2006.  In the discussion that
followed Committee members posed interesting questions and comments, including who defines
“good” design and what criteria should be used to measure it; the geographic scope of the project;
the costs associated with incorporating design elements into a project and the reality that fiscal
constraints often limit the ability of planners to include quality design; and the importance of
focusing on the often unquantifiable benefits of good design. 

2.   CDC Design Challenge -  Beth Miller, Executive Director, Community Design Collaborative

The Community Design Collaborative of AIA Philadelphia is a community design center serving
nonprofit organizations in the Philadelphia region.  The Collaborative recently sponsored a “design
challenge” which brought together three teams of architects, engineers, and planners to develop
solutions to affordable housing issues for specific infill sites in Philadelphia.  Ms. Miller introduced
the project as a unique opportunity for the community and the design teams.  A multi-disciplinary
jury, including engineers, policy advocates and designers, was created and helped guide the
project. 

The design challenge involved three different neighborhoods with three different  focuses:
  
• The first group focused on Green technologies, considering how green housing could be

developed on an oddly shaped lot caught between new and older developments near
Temple University in North Philadelphia.  

• The second group focused on strategies for rehabilitation in the Kensington neighborhood.
The best design alternative for this neighborhood was a stacked housing option which kept
with the architectural and historic character of the neighborhood.  The design team also
incorporated resident recommendations by providing additional pedestrian scale lighting.

• The third group concentrated on strategies for new construction, focusing on a block
reconfiguration in the St. Elizabeth neighborhood.  The best option included widening the
streets and providing housing units that spanned the entire block with doors on each street
frontage.  

Ms. Miller indicated that while there is no financial commitment from these organizations, it was a
learning experience for the architects and resulted in potential blueprints for the future of these
communities.  Although these were preliminary ideas and designs, each project is currently moving
forward on their own capacity. 

3.  Opportunities for Commonwealth Leadership to Revitalize PA - Julie Lalo, Vice President
of Communication and Advocacy, 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania

The Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania recently partnered with 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania to
release a legislative policy brief that defines opportunities for the Commonwealth’s leaders to
preserve Pennsylvania’s rich heritage, conserve resources, strengthen the economy, and build
vibrant active communities by facilitating the revitalization of the Commonwealth’s older
communities.  Ms. Lalo summarized the paper for the Committee and briefly outlined its highlights.
The paper is directed toward gubernatorial and state candidates in the November election.  Its
focus is to define initiatives to reclaim blighted and abandoned properties and target infrastructure
investments.  

The policy brief, which was written as a group effort and maintains a statewide focus, is divided 
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into four sections.  Section One encourages a commitment to attack blight on a statewide level.
Section Two outlines five current obstacles to redevelopment, including tax sale laws designed to
increase revenue rather than reclaim property; the lower costs of building in greenfields; failing
infrastructure; the contagious element of abandonment; and the lack of state coordination.  Section
Three outlines the urgent need for change.  The final section offers solutions that fall into five
categories; legislation, sustainable funding, investments, prevention of abandonment, and
coordination. 

This paper will be presented to various constituents throughout the state and will be delivered to
campaign managers in early September.  In addition, the authors of the paper will be reaching out
to the media.  Support for the policy paper is being gathered, and many organizations have shown
their support by signing a cover letter that will accompany the paper.  To sign on and formally
support this paper, groups and individuals can visit the Housing Alliance website at
housingalliance.org.  DVRPC understands the paper’s core issues and has supported and
advanced many of its recommendations through its ongoing planning efforts.  Barry Seymour
indicated that the report will be shared with DVRPC Board members and its individual agencies for
their consideration.  A copy of the legislative brief is attached.

4.  Tracking Progress Towards 2030 - Mary Bell, Principal Planning Analyst, DVRPC

The intent of DVRPC’s Regional Performance Indicators project is to develop and apply indicators
to measure the Delaware Valley’s progress toward attaining the transportation, growth
management, urban revitalization, economic development, and environmental protection goals
adopted in Destination 2030, the Commission’s Long Range Plan.  Ms. Bell briefed the Committee
on the background, scope, and current status of this project.  She noted that two Tracking Progress
Committee meetings have been held to date, and distributed the project’s Introduction and Working
Set of Indicators, released in June 2006.  She then summarized the current thinking on indicators,
specifically tracking the Commission’s goals related to growth management and urban
revitalization.  

In the discussion that followed, Committee members stressed the value of the project in measuring
progress towards meeting the region’s long range goals and the importance of incorporating the
outcomes in future planning efforts and investment decision-making.  They also noted that the Long
Range Plan does not currently identify goals for some important issues, such as public health.  Ms.
Bell stated that the project is not static, and that work on the indicators project will be used as
feedback for updates to the Long Range Plan.  She invited the group to review the working set of
indicators and submit comments and suggestions to her at mbell@dvrpc,org or to Mike Boyer,
Manager of DVRPC’s Office of Long Range Planning and Congestion Management, at
mboyer@dvrpc.org.   

5.  2008 Work Program Development - Patty Elkis, Associate Director, Comprehensive Planning,
DVRPC

Each year DVRPC develops an annual work program of projects and initiatives to be undertaken
during the following fiscal year.  Ms. Elkis reviewed the schedule and process for developing the
Commission’s FY2008 work program.  She handed out and briefly described a list of 12 potential
project ideas, based on proposals from previous fiscal years that were not funded and various other
sources.  These ideas include projects related to:
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• the benefits and costs of development; 
• the transportation and community impacts of school location decisions; 
• the impacts of special services and business improvement districts; 
• big box development and store size caps; 
• the promotion of active lifestyles through urban design; 
• an affordable housing issues update; 
• an updated assessment of the region’s rental housing stock; 
• the region’s public housing supply; 
• guidelines for regional parking standards;
• national examples and outcomes of regional land use decision-making authorities;
• a guide for revitalization in Southeastern Pennsylvania; and, 
• the impacts of housing tear-downs or “parachute” housing.

The group was also invited to discuss additional work program project ideas.  Given that the
number of good and valuable potential projects always exceeds the funding available for new
projects, the Committee was then asked to prioritize the projects, with the intent of  submitting at
least the top two ideas for consideration by the Work Program Committee in the Fall.  While some
committee members ranked the projects before leaving the meeting, many plan to review them with
their agency staff and return them to the Commission in the coming weeks, along with any other
ideas for new projects.  The list of potential projects will also be mailed to the full Land Use and
Housing Committee membership for their consideration and prioritization.

Attachment: Opportunities for Commonwealth Leadership to Revitalize PA, written jointly by the
Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania and 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania


